






          
















9:00 - 9:05 Welcome by the PANA Chair

9:05 - 9:45 First panel: Football leaks - Presentations by speakers

, investigative journalist NRC Handelsblad - European Investigative
Collaborations (EIC)

Head of TMS Global Transfers & Compliance - FIFA

legal counsel at UEFA

Deutsche Fußballspieler-Vermittler Vereinigung E.V. - European
Football Agents Association (EFAA)

9.45 - 10.40 Discussion with PANA Members

10:40 - 11:10 Second panel: Caterpillar and BASF - Presentations by
speakers

Exchange of views on

Journalist from Süddeutsche Zeitung

, President Legal, Taxes, Insurance & Intellectual Property -
BASF





11.10 - 12.05 Discussion with PANA Members

12:05 - 12:10 Conclusions by the PANA Chair













 





 
           


  
 





  
 
 
 
   



 


 
 



Julien ZYLBERSTEIN

A lawyer by trade, Julien Zylberstein (35) is
Affairs.  He advises on a wide range of strategic, legal and political issues and holds
a successful record of executive accomplishments and technical achievements. He
represents UEFA before the main political bodies and before football stakeholders and
chairs the European social dialogue committee for professional football.

Before this, Julien was the legal advisor of the UEFA Club Financial Control Body
which oversees the application of the Financial Fair Play initiative. He has significant
expertise in football regulations and commercial matters and has represented UEFA
before the Court of Arbitration for Sport.

Julien sits as a judge in the Anti-Doping Tribunal of the Union Cycliste Internationale
(UCI).  He is an arbitrator at the Court of Arbitration of the European Handball
Federation (EHF) and a member of the legal committee of Rugby Europe, the
European rugby federation. He sits on the Independent Panel of FIBA, the
International Basketball Federation.

He was a board member of French football clubs AS Beauvais-Oise (2008-10) and
Evian Thonon Gaillard FC (2010-11).  He advised Evreux FC 27 in 2011 and is
currently a board member of Paris FC.

Julien is a guest lecturer at various European universities.  He is the author of many
academic papers and sits in the scientific committees of Football Legal, Les Cahiers
de Droit du Sport and of the Rivista di Diritto ed Economia dello Sport.  He is also a
scientific co-director of European think-tank Sport & Citizenship.

A graduate from the University of Paris Panthéon Sorbonne, Julien also studied at
the University of Bologna and the University of Rome II Tor Vergata.  He holds a LLM
in European law from the University of Brussels
European Sport governance from Science-Po Paris.

In addition to his mother tongue French, Julien speaks English and Italian.
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CIRICULUM VITAE Dr. Gregor Reiter, Attorney at Law, Dortmund, Germany / CEO of the Deutsche
Fußballspieler Vermittler Vereinigung e.V.

Job Related Education:

August 1991 - January 1994
Vocational training as a banker, Stadtsparkasse Oberhausen

October 1993 - March 1998
Legal Studies at the Ruhr-Universität Bochum,

September 1995 - June 1996
Studies of Law and Political Science  at the University of Oregon, Eugene/USA

March 2001 - July 2003
Doctoral candidate at the Chair for Civil Law, Commercial and Labor Law of Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Dissertation
Subject: The Professional football players club transition under special consideration of the „FIFA-Regulations for
Status und Transfer of Players“ in the version of September 1st, 2001

Work Experience:

Since April 2001
Self Employed lawyer in the Ruhr Area in the fields of insolvency and sports law.
Sports Law:
Representation and counseling of clubs (Football, American Football), athletes (Football, Boxing, Motor Racing) and
associations (Football) in various aspects of sports law, as well as other law fields

CRO of the professional women‘s soccer club FCR 2001 Duisburg e.V.
The FCR 2001 Duisburg e.V. was the first club in German soccer to undergo a successful insolvency by having the
teams restructured and transferred to the men‘s professional soccer club of MSV Duisburg

Since November 2007
CEO of the German Football Agents Association

Since April 2008
Member of the Managing Board of the European Football Agents Association, The Hague/Netherlands

Publications:
2003 The Professional football players club transition under special consideration of the „FIFA-Regulations for Status
und Transfer of Players“ in the version of September 1st, 2001 (Dissertation, Peter Lang Verlag)

2004 The Professional Players License as a tangible asset in the Clubs Balance Sheet, Spurt 2004

2010 UEFA Financial Fair Play: What it is and will it work?, FC Business, 2010; UEFA Financial Fair Play: Do the
regula-tions reflect the concept?, FC Buisness 2010

with Dr. Roberto Branco Martins: Players’ Agents: Past, Present … Future?, The International Sports Law Journal

2011 with Dr. Johan-Michel Menke: Athlete Counseling in the Crossfire of Brokering and Negotiation: The Legal As-
pects of Player Agents, SCIAMUS 2011

2013 with Martin Lambrecht: The professional sports club during crisis and insolvency, SpuRt 2013

2014 Legal Aspects of amateur and professional sport clubs, Fernuniversität Hagen 2014
Tax Turmoil in German Football, www.taxsutra.com/microsite/brazil2014
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Dr. Wolfgang Haas
General Counsel
President, Legal, Taxes, Insurance & Intellectual
Property of BASF SE

Wolfgang Haas was born in Ludwigshafen/Rhine in
1960. From 1980 until 1986, he studied Law at the
Johannes-Gutenberg-University in Mainz, where he
also received his doctorate in law after his second state
exam.

Professional career

1989 Fiscal Administration Baden-Württemberg in Karlsruhe

1992 Tax department of Wintershall AG, Kassel

1994 Central Tax and Customs Department at BASF AG

1997 Tax department of BASF Corporation, Mt. Olive (USA)

1998 Director Tax Asia Pacific at Central Tax Department of
BASF AG

2001 Deputy Head of the Central Department for Taxes, Duties
and Foreign Trade Control of BASF AG

2006 Member of the Board of Directors of BASF Coatings AG,
responsible for personnel, finance, purchasing,
information management as well as legal affairs, tax and
insurance

2007 Head of the Central Department for Taxes and Duties of
BASF AG
(from January 14, 2008: BASF SE)

06/2011 General Counsel and President, Legal, Taxes &
Insurance of BASF SE

Since 01/2015 General Counsel and President, Legal, Taxes, Insurance
& Intellectual Property of BASF SE

BASF SE
67056 Ludwigshafen
Telefon: +49 621 60-0
http://www.basf.com
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Introductory statement from Mr. Bastian Brinkmann.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to talk to you European lawmakers. Today we want
to talk about corporate taxes in Europe. And then it is hard to call you lawmakers in the literal
sense. Because you are very much shut out of the process of law-making when it comes to
taxes. You know that. I just wanted to state that I would like to see the role of the European
Parliament to expand when it comes to this issue. I am saying this, like everything else today,
in personal capacity, as a European citizen.
So let’s talk corporate taxes. That means basically automatically: talking corporate tax evasion.
The panel is about so-called tax planning and poses the question: Do companies breach EU
law?
The European Commission with the powers given to it by the European treaties, decided in
several cases, that tax schemes used by companies in Europe were illegal. I have to add that
they probably are challenged in the European Court of Justice and that it is every company’s
right to do so. I don’t have to repeat the most famous example: Apple. The Commission ruled
against the American iconic company and ordered Ireland to recover taxes of up to 13 billion
euro, plus interest. That’s a lot. But I want to stress the decisions and investigations
concerning European companies. Because not only American internet companies are using
tax loopholes. I want to recall the Commission’s decision against the car maker Fiat for getting
selective tax advantages in Luxembourg. Fiat is a former Italian company that is now based
in the Netherlands, in a country that is known as a corporate tax haven. This example shows:
We have a lot of work to do in Europe. The European Commission is referencing state aid
when it rules on tax schemes. We have to wait for the European Court of Justice to see if
that’s feasible.
In 2016, I looked at the BASF subsidiary in the Netherlands called BASF Nederland BV after
the Greens in the European Parliament put out a report about BASF. Of course, back then, I
not simply repeated what the study claimed and I am not going to do this now. Everybody
can read the report on their own, if they want. I went into the Dutch company filing system
and got the report for the BASF Nederland BV. And the report was interesting.
At the time, 670 people worked there, they were doing all things chemical. But the report
showed: The chemical part was only a small part of the total revenue of the company. To give
you the numbers: The profit of the company in 2015 was 1.2 billion euro. Only 77 million euro
were coming from the chemical business. The rest was from finance deals. BASF Nederland
BV at the time was the parent company of 38 other companies that wired money to the Dutch
company. These payments are relatively low taxed in the Netherlands.
When I talked to BASF back then before filing my report at my newspaper, I found their
answer to be surprisingly honest. I talked and tried to talk to multiple companies about tax
evasion in the past five years. Most of the time, they don’t want to discuss this topic. They
don’t want to clear up any questions that I have. They merely state that they obey the law.
BASF was different. They said: “Taxes are an expense factor. In the interest of its
stockholders, BASF seeks to reduce these expenses within the framework of the existing
legislation.”
That is an interesting point. Because it puts forward a question: What if the players are just
playing the game — and if the rules are wrong?
I personally support some kind of Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base in Europe, a
CCCTB. I also support a better name for this initiative. Recent economic studies point out that
it’s the tax base that counts when it comes to corporate taxation, not the tax rate.
I live in Germany, and Germany exports a lot of goods. A CCCTB would probably mean that
German companies pay more taxes abroad. It will be also hard to get countries on board that
pride themselves with having tax-friendly environment. I think it will be very hard to come
together to get a European solution here. But we need a fairer system than today.





Concerning the initial question whether companies breach EU law: I am in no position to talk
about the legality of the tax planning of individual companies. I am not the European
Commission nor the European Court of Justice, I am just a journalist. I can only work with
information that is publicly available or given to me. And in taxes, we, the public, we know far
too little.
That’s another problem. As a journalist that worked with leaked material from the so called
Lux Leaks, I know that tax secrecy shield companies that abuse the rules. I read minutes of
a meeting in Luxembourg from a company that started at 4.15pm. According to the official
minutes that were part of the secret tax filings, the meeting handled a lot of importing issues
and they are discussed “carefully”, to quote the minutes.
It must have been a good meeting compared to the meetings that I usually attend. Because
it was already over after one minute. The meeting is important because it has to take place
in Luxembourg to fulfil legal requirements. The official filing stated it did, for one minute. This
is only one anecdote, but I find it illustrating a bigger point. With leaked material I got better
insights how corporate tax-planning can work.
Thanks to International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, many of the Lux Leaks files
are now public for everybody. But countries change laws and corporations change their tax-
planning. We need more transparency when it comes to corporate filings. I understand that
companies want to protect their business secrets. I don’t ask to publish every internal detail.
But we need more information than we get today. In the end, the public interest is more
important.
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I can only elaborate in as far as Germany is concerned. Up until 2001 job
placing was regulated in Germany and limited to government agencies
(“Arbeitsamt”). That regulation was lifted in 2001 and there is no access
limitation to the job placing market. The only legal regulations can be found in
§§ 296 ff. SGB III.

However, since there is no license needed in Germany to work in job
placements, everybody can register themselves as an intermediary. Although
the German regulations make it possible for the government to introduce
requirements for particular jobs, such as athletes, the German government as
refrained from doing so.

Therefore, there are no rules in Germany an intermediary needs to oblige.
Having understood the need for rules and regulations, the German Football
Agent Association (DFVV) was along with the Dutch organization PRO Agent,
the first agent organisation that introduced a code of conduct for player agents.
That Code of Conduct contains, among other things, the prohibition to accept
payment in regards to working with minors, DFVV members are called to refrain
from unethical behaviour and need to continuously educate themselves.
Furthermore DFVV members need to have a professional liable insurance. Any
infringement of the Code of Conduct can be sanctioned by the DFVV. The
German Football League (DFL) is very much in favour of the Code of Conduct
and is ready to negotiate with the DFVV a contract regulating the relationship
between the DFVV and the DFL thus making sure that agent work in Germany
will become even more transparent to the stakeholders then it is today.

 



Under German law we have only supervisory powers over our members but not
over an individual or an entity working in the field of football without any ties to
the DFVV. EFAA is an umbrella organisation to the national agents associations
and has thus very limited powers to investigate such allegations. Furthermore,
I would like to point out, that they investigation of any criminal activities falls into
the scope of the respect national government and not into the scope of private
organizations such as EFAA and the DFVV.





As pointed out above, the DFL is willing to enter into a contractual relationship
with the DFVV thus helping to promote the DFVV as representative of the
German football agents.

In 2009 EFAA has advised FIFA on some of the grievances already described
in the EU White Book Sport in 2007. EFAA has urged FIFA to adopt a clearing
house system similar to the one used by the English FA. EFAA even draft a full
set of rules and regulations and sent them to FIFA in order to discuss them.
FIFA up until today ignored all offers made by EFAA to join the fight against
criminal behaviour in the world of football.

  




Image rights deals are unknown to Germany. The only know case of such a
deal in 1999 (French player Djorkaeff / 1. FC Kaiserslautern) ended in criminal
charges against the former CEO of 1. FC Kaiserslautern Jürgen Friedrich and
two other board members. Kaiserslautern split the money to be paid to Djorkaeff
into to two parts: The first, smaller part of the money was paid to the Player as
a regular salary. The second, larger part was paid to a company in his
possession based out German jurisdiction. That company, a Swiss Company
named Beratungs- und Orgacontrol AG domiciled in the Swiss tax haven Zug,
was the sole owner of Djorkaeffs image rights and “rented” those image rights
to 1. FC Kaiserslautern. Since in the Bundesliga a player has to assign the use
of his image rights to his club in order to be allowed to play in the Bundesliga.
Kaiserlautern paid Djorkaeff 5,0 Mio. DEM gross in salary and the club paid
another 11,8 Mio. DEM to the swiss company for the image rights from August
1999 until August 2001. CEO Friedrich was convicted for tax fraud and the club
has to pay 8,9 Mio. € in penalties.

 


I am afraid I do not understand this question.




